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Happy World Book Day, my lovely Bookworm!
I’ve officially made it 52 turns around the sun on World Book Day, the 23rd of April 2021, which happens to be my
birthday.
So rather than celebrate with 52 candles on a cake (‘cause you can’t even blow out candles right now due to the COVID-19
pandemic!), I’ve decided to send you 52 quick and dirty tips & lessons I’ve learned running this global creative business.
May it help you with your own business.
And because it’s my birthday, you will read them ALL and be super-kind and hit reply to let me know how much you
enjoyed them and what rules you live by.
Thank you sooo much! ;)

52 Tricks at Age 52 (in no particular order)| Lessons from 10 years of running an international creative solo
business and some funny pics
1. Be smart about where you spend your time, resources and money. When I started my business I had almost
nothing. Today a lot of people talk about how much money they make – but no one talks about saving!

2. Embrace the hustle and don’t be so hard on yourself. Those first few years were tough and there were a lot of
late nights and it was definitely more than a 4-hour workweek. It takes time to build a sustainable business and to
determine what *success* really means for you.

3. Listen to your intuition and trust your instinct. The gut knows. If something feels off, it probably is. Taking
projects just for money, fame, power or for potential cachet NEVER works out. If you’re feeling hesitant about
anything – a partnership, a client, a project – it’s a good sign that there’s something there you need to evaluate.

4. Not everyone is going to like you and that’s pretty okay. It’s fine if you’re not everyone’s cup of tea. Not
everyone is going to like you, but the people who do will be your loudest cheerleaders.

5. The best clients are the ones that trust you to do your thing. This one was tough. So many times I let people
push me into decisions that I didn’t agree with. Or they asked their buddies, their extended family members and their
Facebook group what they should do. Or asked to “sit over my shoulder” while I work. (And every part of me was
screaming inside.) But the most successful projects that everyone loves are those that never got butchered. Those
clients trust me and my expertise – and collaborate with me. That’s who I work with these days – and they are all
amazing.

6. Integrity is everything. You have the right to say NO. I can’t tell you how many people tried to get me to copy
either my own work or someone else’s or tried to tell me how to do my work. I always refused as it won’t get you the
results you want. Everyone is unique. You don’t have to say yes to projects, people or causes that aren’t in alignment
with your values.

7. Everything is possible and everyone has the potential to be a client – or to be an amazing referral. Never
burn bridges. People might not remember what you said but how you made them feel. They remember your attitude
and how you treated them. You might just be surprised who hires you (or recommends you) years later.

8. You’re allowed to pivot. I got known as an international and foreign rights licensing expert for non-fiction in book
publishing. But that’s not what I do anymore. And I no longer call myself an agent either. I’ve grown – and my
strategic offerings have expanded way beyond foreign rights licensing. You’re allowed to change what you do. It’s ok if
you change your mind even if you’re 18. or 40. or 80. New positioning and pricing might mean that some of the
people you worked with at the beginning won’t mature into long-term clients. But you’ll be surprised how many will
take the ride with you.

9. Surround yourself with people who get you. This is a true game-changer. Running an international online
business means a lot of alone time sitting behind a glowing pc, tablet or smartphone screen. Find people that inspire
you – and who want to see you succeed. These are the people that will listen to your endless business ideas (and give
your spouse/partner/pet a well-deserved break). It can take time to find the right group of people that truly want to
see you thrive. And I advise they don’t do exactly what you do. Find folks in related industries who complement what
you have to offer and hold on to them. Support is key for survival.

10. Invest in your business education. I’ve spent big bucks on fairs, courses and events over the years. But one
international interactive training for business owners led to new and better work. And the relationships I’ve made with
both mentors and participants has led to even more fulfilling projects and a calendar full of work – even during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

11. Stake out a position. You gotta know the space you occupy in the marketplace. Otherwise, you won’t occupy any
space at all. You’ll just be this floating brand no one can accurately define so no one will talk about you.

12. Have a clear message. Whether it's a product, service or any other beautiful thing, we all need to understand what
you’re saying, first and foremost, because a confused mind always says no.

13. Have a consistent message. Know your elevator pitch and stick with it. Seriously, use the same words.

14. Have an original message. Nail this and you stand out in a sea of sameness.

15. Google-check your consistency. If I would search your brand and look at all your platforms and links, do I see a
repetitive messaging? You shouldn’t be a “creative and speaker” over here and a “publishing strategist” over there.

16. Have a consistent look. Consistency is the key to success. It’s crazy important. I want to know a piece of content or
advertising is yours the second I lay my eyes on it.

17. Be authentic. People can spot a fake smile from a mile away. Don’t be that brand that pays fly-by-night influencers a
million bucks to post about a product they’ve never used. Or a personal brand that poses in a scene they aren’t really
a part of. You’ll be found out sooner or later and boom, there goes your brand trust.

18. Be emotional. Tap into emotional insights with your messaging. When you make the right people feel, they buy.

19. But be also rational. Sometimes you just need to tell people that your lavishly looking, CO2 neutral produced
cookbook offers 111 delicious vegan twists on classic all-year-round recipes. Just don’t lead with it all the time.

20. Know when to cut your losses. Off to a rough start? Don’t prolong it – it’s not likely to improve. Your mental wellbeing is worth more than any money in the world.

21. It’s ok to end things. Things get cancelled, companies close down, partnerships fizzle. End it gracefully.

22. There is always more work out there. Always.

23. It’s up to you to determine what you want to achieve. The hardest question: “What do you want?”

24. Do one big thing a year that scares you. Speak on stage. Travel by yourself. Write a book. Teach. Say I’m sorry.

25. Don’t take advice from people who haven’t created anything. Period.

26. Play the long game. There’s flash in the pan overnight success. And then there’s a lasting career.

27. Strive for simplicity. Everyone already has to make thousands of decisions per day, so why complicate things with
more choices? Make a clear statement, what's about. Pare things down, visually and verbally. Get creative. I’m
reminded of the Nike campaign from a couple of years back...so damn good. Because it’s so simple.

28. Show up on the regular. I’ve seen mediocre startup brands transform their cred and perception just by showing up
for their audience every single day.

29. Know what you stand for. Communicating the change you want to make in the world makes you and your brand
matter on a much bigger level.

30. Have a killer brand name. If it isn’t your first name + last name (which is totally fine for personal brands), make it
GOOD. Start by writing 100 of them. (Note to self: Start following this tip.)

31. Use headlines. I see so many sites and no bold headers to break things up. Give your reader headlines they can
skim and then dive deeper into the fine print if they want.

32. Great headlines. The mere existence of headlines is not enough. “Contact us” is boredom online. Breathe some life
into those words.

33. Write microcopy. Brands who sweat the details stand above the rest. Write branded copy in the small places most
brands would typically overlook—like your social media pics, your E-Mail footer/signature, or the tag on your product.

34. Get conceptual. Do your brand photos have to be you sitting at a laptop, grinning at the camera? No way. They can
be weird and wonderful. Give them a unique concept and you’ll be remembered. (Yes, I do speed-rollerskating and
was invited to the Berlin Skate-Marathon. Age is simply the number of years the world has been enjoying you.)

35. Be 80% polished. Nothing you do has to be perfect. However, if you polish nothing, I don’t care how smart you
sound, you look like a bargain-basement brand. Aim to be 80% visually and verbally polished.

36. Double-check for typos. I see them too often in high-profile places.

37. Know your audience. Don’t worry about what zip code they’re in or what they watch on Netflix. Worry about the
problem they have and how your brand helps them solve it. Worry about what you stand for that will resonate with
them.

38. Listen to your audience. It’s the only way to know them.

39. Connect with your audience. Like on a personal level. Talk to them, one on one. Build your empire, one by one.

40. Dig deeper with your audience. If you ask them all the same questions your competitors ask, you’re gonna get the
same answers your competitors get. Get creative and uncover insights that will lead to stronger, more unique
messaging.

41. Know your voice. Have some adjectives to describe it. Have some examples of the way you speak. Make sure that
voice is consistent everywhere you show up.

42. Change your tone. Your brand voice is always the same, but your tone can change according to the situation. A post
about your #SundayFunday should not have the same tone as a post addressing #BlackLivesMatter.

43. Have a sense of humour. We all need more of that these days.

44. Hire a copywriter/editor. Controversial tip? I see a lot of people trying to teach copywriting but I know firsthand
that it’s a skill honed over years. So if you know writing isn’t your strong suit, outsource it to a pro and enjoy no more
nights banging your head against a wall or into your keyboard.

45. Hire an expert. Sure, I've dabbled in WordPress, but could I make sure all my licensing contracts are bullet-proof,
worldwide accepted and comply with the German, European and international law without the help of my excellent
solicitors? Hell no. Big-time brands call for big-time support.

46. Keep your eyes on your own page. Constantly watching your competitors will distract you and often make you end
up looking and talking just like them. Head down, there.

47. Evaluate your customer experience. What’s it like to be in their shoes? Is it a pleasure or is it problematic? There’s
only one way to find out: Ask.

48. Share your story. People love a good tale and there’s one (if not many) in every brand. Identify the most compelling
ones and blab them everywhere you can.

49. Be kind to customer support. They’re people too. I used to sell beauty products (high-end hair care and body care
products to pharmacies as a travelling commission-based salesperson to fund my publishing degree). There’s no need
to yell at someone selling products or offering customer support. You can live without beauty products.

50. You don’t have to share your entire life (or anything at all!) on social media to be successful as a person or brand.

51. Yes, people are totally judging you and your work. But the more you put yourself out there, the less it matters.

52. Love on your brand. Give it the care and feeding it deserves. Don’t let it get stale. And if you feel the love fading, go
forth and evolve it.
For more tips on how to make your dream business come true, my EXPLORE & NAVIGATE is already here for you!
With so much love ! .
xoxo Claudia
P.S. CLICK HERE to read my German look-back post *Founder's Advice – A Letter To My Former Self * with my thrilling
wins and epic fails for networking and communication genius Beate Mader and her Vision3 blog. Check it out - it's free.
________________________________________________________

Want even MORE?
Weekly motivation
Curated tips & tools & deals
Exclusive giveaways
Well, today's the day. This year's your year.
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Pssst! If you forget why you're hearing from me, Claudia Wittmann, it's probably because you signed up for a superb
freebie on my site, ordered a catalogue or submitted your book. If you don't want these E-Mails, you can say „Goodbye“ at
any time. Also, note that links may be affiliate links. I occasionally promote things for a commission, but only things I like
and believe in that I think you'd like, too.
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